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In April of 1985, subscribers of Toronto's lesbian and gay periodical The Body 
Politic (TBP) opened their paper to find a lengthy article exploring highly 
charged questions of racial and sexual politics. Regular readers of TBP had 
grown accustomed to sophisticated reportage of controversial issues pertaining 
to the lives of lesbians and gay men. What was different about the article in this 
particular edition of the newspaper was that it involved a conflict within TBPk 
own editorial collective. Appearing under the byline of TBP Collective, the arti- 
cle, entitled "3 1 Words," included a series of lengthy memos, detailing a vari- 
ety of positions relating to the publication of a classified personal ad. These 
memos were remarkable documents providing the paper's readers with a rare 
glimpse of the divergent political visions that existed inside the newspaper. The 
catalyst for the writing of these memos was a classified ad placed by a gay 
white man requesting "a young well built BM [Black Man] for houseboy."' The 
submission of this ad initiated a debate, which revealed contrasting political 
visions, differing sensibilities, and deep divisions amongst members of 
Canada's oldest, and one of North America's most prominent lesbian, and gay 
publications. 
This article explores the dispute that took place within TBP, placing it 
within the larger historical context of same-sex identity politics of the mid to 
late 1980s. In particular, I trace how the debate marks an important political 
and intellectual shift - a move away from an explicit commitment to sexual lib- 
eration to a politics framed by questions of difference, power, identity, and rep- 
resentation. Forefront in the debate was the place of race within the politics of 
same-sex sexuality, the "privileging" of certain identity categories, and the 
emergence of an inchoate queer perspective. Ultimately the debate was signif- 
icant because it provided a glimpse inside one of North America's most impor- 
tant radical gay publications and the frustration with, and critique of, the poli- 
tics on which it was founded. 
The first edition of The Body Politic hit Toronto streets in late October of 
197 1. Begun by a small group of lesbian and gay activists, the paper billed 
itself as a "gay liberation newspaper." The paper was animated by individuals 
either participating in, or at the margins of, Toronto's counter-culture; individ- 
uals who had been involved with the alternative paper Guerilla, the newly 
established Community Homophile Association of Toronto (CHAT) and its 
more radical liberationist caucus Toronto Gay Action.* All of these organiza- 
tions, and TBP in particular, were part of Toronto's post-Stonewall political fir- 
mament which sought to revolutionize sexual attitudes, practices and laws. In 
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the words of writers Ed Jackson and Stan Persky, TBP "began as a radical 
tabloid born of political conviction and a hunger for ~ h a n g e . " ~  During the 
1970s and 1980s TBP, through its collective members and contributors, con- 
structed an activists forum for issues of same-sex sexuality, identity, communi- 
ty formation, discrimination, and rights d i s c ~ u r s e . ~  In the process the newspa- 
per became a venue for early gay scholarship, publishing the work of scholars 
such as James Steakley, Jonathon Ned Katz, John D'Emilio, and Tom Waugh. 
As such TBP was one of the most important, not to mention politically engaged 
and intellectually sophisticated, lesbian and gay periodicals in North Arner i~a .~  
Being a vocal and visible advocate for lesbianlgay sexuality brought TBP 
under the close scrutiny of the Metropolitan Toronto Police and the Office of 
the Attorney General of Ontario. In December of 1977, the police raided TBP 
offices in order to "acquire evidence" for its case against the periodical. 
According to the police, the newspaper was using the mail to "transmit 
immoral, indecent and scurrilous material." The police action, which resulted 
in charges against three of paper's collective members, had been prompted by 
the publication of an article dealing with inter-generational ~exual i ty .~  The 
police not only seized files relating to the "offending" article, but also TBPb 
financial records, the mailing list, and a range of other materials. Over the next 
six years, the non-profit newspaper fought a costly legal battle - including two 
trials - before being acquitted of all charges in 1983.' This was by no means 
the end of the debate over contentious content and censorship within the news- 
paper. During 1983 intense debate took place within the pages of TBP over 
pornography and the actions of anti-porn feminists who firebombed the 
Vancouver based Red Hot Video store.8 Foreshadowing the controversy to 
come TBP decided to run an advertisement for Red Hot Video in the June 1983 
edition of the paper. Many feminists, anti-pornography advocates, and long 
time activists reacted angrily to TBP collective's decision. In a letter of protest 
to TBP, signed by fifty-eight people, the collective was criticized for its politi- 
cal irresponsibility and its seeming lack of support for a social movement - the 
women's movement -that had a history of common cause with lesbian and gay 
liberation. "All of us know" the signatures wrote, "that the women's movement 
is a far greater ally of the gay community than Red Hot V i d e ~ . " ~  As with the 
sex ad controversy of 1985, the question of political constituency and the goals 
of particular social movements came to into sharp relief. Yet casting these 
debates in terms of pragmatic coalition building versus principled adherence to 
movement objectives assumes a fairly clear distinction between the aspirations 
of feminists and lesbian and gay liberationists or for that matter the politics of 
race and sexuality. As the personal ad controversy showed, these apparently dif- 
ferent social and political currents were in actuality imbricated through layers 
of history and the operation of identity. 
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The other important antecedent for the personal ad controversy was an arti- 
cle written by Ken Popert entitled "Race, Moustaches and Sexual Prejudice."Io 
Popert argued that individual sexual object choice was unfathomable and 
beyond conscious understanding, determined by deep and ultimately unknow- 
able drives." Thus, according to Popert "we are not responsible for the content 
of our desires," and as result, a person should not feel guilty if their desire was 
inflected by preferences, for or against, an individual of one or another racial 
group.12 
It was in the aftermath of these struggles over the right to publish contro- 
versial articles and to discuss alternative and highly contested forms of sexual- 
ity that TBP found itself debating issues of racism and sexual desire in the early 
months of 1985. 
Any classified advertisement submitted to TBP was not automatically pub- 
lished; rather each ad was subjected to a review process. Two workers read and 
reviewed all classified ads in light of the newspaper's advertisement policy. In 
1985, the policy stipulated that ads could not be published if they were in vio- 
lation of the Canadian Criminal Code or if they made explicit exclusions of 
particular groups or individuals. Ads making overt prohibitions such as, "no 
blacks," "no fats," "no fems," would therefore not be published in the paper. 
Moreover, TBP members would make an attempt "to educate readers to avoid 
inadvertent exclusions" such as "GWM (gay white man) seeks same" by con- 
tacting individuals who placed such ads and asking them whether the ad copy 
reflected what they really wanted to say. In seeking such clarifications TBP was 
often able to get "problematic" ads rephrased.13 What the policy reflected was 
a wish to privilege certain types of representations, to have the material that 
was published in the paper reflect the political aspirations and cultural sensi- 
bilities of the collective. In this way, TBP's classified policy was another aspect 
of what sociologist Wini Brienes terms "pre-figured  politic^."'^ Like many 
alternative institutions and groups that emerged in the 1960s, and in the politi- 
cal wake of the decade, TBP sought to have its internal structure match its phi- 
losophy and political ends. Thus the very organization of the collective and the 
classified advertisement policy were to match and be consistent with the goals 
of lesbian and gay liberation. 
The worker reviewing the personal ads, Philip Solanki - one of the very 
few people of colour associated with TBP - was unsure whether it should be 
forwarded for publication. Though it did not constitute an overt exclusion, 
Solanki found the advertiser's racial/sexual characterization troubling and 
decided to solicit opinions from members of the collective on whether or not to 
publish the ad. Some in the collective thought that the ad was acceptable and 
should be published; others felt that it was personally offensive but met the 
standard for publication. The single person of colour at TBP, along with a few 
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others, felt that the ad was inappropriate and should not be run. Despite these 
concerns and the explicit opposition of some of TBP membership, the person- 
al ad was published in the February edition of the newspaper.I5 
The story of the classified ad, however, did not end there. A meeting was 
arranged between collective members and a number of other community based 
lesbianlgay organizations to discuss the matter in greater detail. The meeting 
with representatives of Lesbians of Color, Zami, Gay Asians of Toronto, and 
TBP collective occurred a few days after the publication of the newspaper's 
February issue. The divisions that had emerged over the publication of the ad 
resurfaced over the course of the evening. Characterizing the mood of the three 
hour meeting, Alan Li found that the "attitudes of certain collective members 
were far more offensive and dangerous than the ad itself."'Qchoing Li's 
assessment, Richard Fung observed that the community representatives found 
the attitude of certain collective members to be "patronizing" and "arrogant." 
According to Li those members of TBP collective who supported the publica- 
tion of the ad asked Zami and Gay Asians to explain what made the ad offen- 
sive and to provide a rational for pulling the ad from publication. This created 
a situation, in Li's view, where community representatives felt they were plead- 
ing a case, forced to legitimate their opposition to the ad's publication, and their 
own concerns about racism. Li continues, "[alt the meeting we were made to 
feel that our arguments were non-representative, our objections hysterical, and 
our feeling defensive."" As the meeting continued the personal ad controversy 
was cast in sharper terns, ones which lesbianslgays of colour perceived as a 
choice between "gay" liberation and the politics of anti-racism and racial iden- 
tity, a choice they were not only unwilling but also unable to make. 
Between the publication of the February edition of TBP and the appear- 
ance of the April edition, meetings inside and outside the collective continued 
to question the decision to publish the personal ad. In an effort to clarify their 
own positions, respond to issues raised at the meetings, and sway the opinions 
of other collective members, various individuals circulated lengthy memos out- 
lining arguments for and against publication of the ad and inquiring into the 
constitutive aspects of sexual desire, race, and the project of liberation. These 
memos provide an intimate glimpse into a highly charged moment within the 
recent history of lesbian and gay politics. Finally, these documents reveal both 
an impassioned defense and a vigorous critique of lesbianlgay liberation, as 
well as nascent queer calls to reconceptualize the politics of same-sex sexuali- 
ty. 
As mentioned earlier, the decision to publish the personal ad occurred in 
the immediate aftermath of protracted legal battles over TBPS right to publish 
and distribute controversial material. In the debate over the ad, three of the four 
principals involved in the paper's criminal trials took strong positions in favor 
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of running the ad. These three men, Gerald Hannon, Ken Popert, and Rick 
Bebout, each marshaled gay liberationist arguments in support of the advertis- 
er's right to express himself and TBPk responsibility as a liberationist periodi- 
cal to publish the ad. Going beyond mere demands for the right of free speech 
and free expression, these men sought to link the publication of the ad to the 
very purpose of TBP - that the paper was a rare forum for sexual expression, 
however contentious that expression might be, and as such needed to publish 
the ad. 
Writing over a decade after the publication of the classified a 4  TBP col- 
lective member Rick Bebout cast the debate in terms of institutional power and 
the refusal of some of the veteran members of the editorial collective to 
acknowledge their position as "insiders," at least in terms of the working and 
management of the paper. According to Bt-bout, the crisis of gay liberation and 
TBP was due to the fact that "most early gay liberationists figured they had a 
working grasp on "identity" - unitary, or binary at best - as a transformative 
project: "the homosexual" was to be recreated as "the liberated gay man."18 
After years of struggling against the police, the State, and anti-homosexual 
activists such as Anita Bryant, there was little acknowledgement of the power 
and privilege enjoyed by this generation of gay activists who had come of age 
during the early 1970s. BCbout's analysis confirms Gerald Hunt's ethnograph- 
ic observations of TBP as a collective workplace. In Hunt's study he found that 
a generational tension existed between the "older" liberationists at the paper 
and "newer" workers and collective members who were committed to "a broad- 
er range of social causes than gay liberation," and as a result somewhat less 
inclined to commit body and soul to the paper.I9 Though this distinction runs 
the risk of oversimplification there were some generational tensions being 
played out during the debate over the classified ad. More than a generational 
split, however, the debate around the sex ad became a struggle over the diver- 
gent understandings of sexual liberation and sexual politics and their operation 
within the specific historical field of Toronto during the mid 1980s. 
IN DEFENSE OF LIBERATION 
In his memo, collective member and veteran gay activist, Gerald Hannon 
argued that ads such as the "contentious ad," and even those that are "far 
worse," should be accepted for publication. Such a decision would be in keep- 
ing, he argued, with the sort of sexual politics that TBP has for years "quietly 
espoused" and should - in his view - continue to champion. Hannon acknowl- 
edged that the relationship depicted in the ad was inequitable and that it was 
based on a real historical circumstance, namely that of chattel slavery. That 
said, one could not, he argued, wish away things that are found to be morally, 
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politically, or sexually problematic. "The fact is," he wrote, "[a contentious] act 
will never bc cleaned up, no one will ever know the act has to be cleaned up, 
unless [it] goes on." In Hannon's view, the personal ad revealed an awkward 
truth - that racism was part of social reality and as such its existence needed to 
be acknowledged and debated within a public arena. lmplicit in Hannon's argu- 
ment was a psychological conceptualization of personal politics in which so- 
called "private" ideas and desires were to be opened up and aired in the public 
realm. Only through such a process of discovery and revelation, of transparen- 
cy and honesty, he argued, could lesbians and gays debate sexual relations, 
understand personal motivations, and transform unjust predicaments. Hannon's 
repression thesis linked liberation to a larger post-war social critique in which 
the mechanisms and conventions of modern life were seen to be coercive and 
o p p r e ~ s i v e . ~ ~  Thus, racism, sexism, and homophobia were types of social 
pathology, part of a systemic mechanism of oppression experienced in and 
through everyday lives that needed to be exorcised through acts of public 
expression and corresponding intellectual scrutiny. As such it was not just indi- 
viduals who "come out" in gay liberation but a myriad of ideas, feelings, and 
 desire^.^' 
In his memo, Hannon expressed his commitment to contentious opinions 
by writing in a manner deliberately designed to offend. Utilizing racist tropes 
of "quiet and exquisite Asians" and "big black studs" Hannon argued that these 
sorts of sentiments reflected real "feelings" - which, according to Hannon 
"intercede ...p articularly at sexual moments when feelings are more likely to 
surge forward than ... rational beliefs on the matter."22 Hannon's arguments were 
consistent with both liberationist and counter-cultural notions of authenticity 
and gen~ineness.~'  Indeed, it was through the quest for authenticity, "To Be 
Real" in the words of the disco anthem, that gay liberation was most closely 
linked to other cultural and political movements of the of the late 1960s and 
early 1970s. Writer and long time queer activist Jeffrey Escoffier has pointed 
out the centrality of authenticity to the gay liberation. In particular, Escoffier 
points to the influential liberationist work of Dennis Altman and Kate Millet for 
their promotion of "the discovery and expression of one's repressed self as the 
true or authentic Thus, the privileging of difficult and even ugly senti- 
ments because oftheir authenticity was a way of getting at inner truths and ulti- 
mately overthrowing forms of repression that dominate or seem to dominate 
our everyday. Moreover, the ultimate project for the liberationist was not just to 
''come out" as homosexual but, rather to transcend the narrow categories of 
L ' h o m ~ ~ e ~ ~ a l "  and "heterosexual," to free one's self of sexual categorization all 
together.25 As former student activist and Gay Liberation Front member Carl 
Wittman wrote in his widely circulated 1970 "Gay Manifesto," most "of us 
have mixed identities, and have ties with other liberation movements." Thus for 
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Wittman, gay liberation was not only about securing social space and rights for 
queers but transforming sexual behavior throughout all of society. 26 
While Hannon expressed his support for the publication of the ad in terms 
of personal politics, author Rick BCbout developed a more pragmatic argument. 
In his memo Btbout attempted to address both the "need for TBP to publish 
the ad and his concern and appreciation for the social context of the controver- 
sy. Btbout laments, "when oppression in those more established categories is 
at issue, sexuality becomes potentially divisive, it's a downright dangerous lux- 
ury, a concern of the pri~ileged."~' Such a position grows out of gay libera- 
tionists' frustration with the New Left's subordination of issues of sexuality, not 
to mention gender, to supposedly more important concerns for social justice, 
civil rights, and peace.28 Btbout's uneasiness with calls to solidarity did not, 
however, lead him to a critique that rejected the privileging of particular social 
and political categories. Instead he defended this privileging by arguing for a 
self-interested particularism. "I think the exploration of sexuality as it is" he 
wrote, "is one of our most fundamental jobs. Not the only one, certainly, but 
one only we can do from our particular perspective, one that no one else can do 
for us, and one that transcends even as it depends upon the creation, develop- 
ment and defense of our space."29 For Bebout TBP exists to provide a forum 
where issues of sexuality, especially same-sex sexuality, can be explored, debat- 
ed, and contested by a community of interest. Because only a few venues exist 
for discussions of lesbianlgay sex - and since these were constantly at risk - 
there was a special need for TBP to make greater allowances for matters of sex- 
uality then for issues such as race and class.30 
Btbout's privileging of issues of sexuality was premised on the existence 
of a broadly conceived lesbian and gay community. The conflict over the sexu- 
al ad revealed, however, that many individuals who "identified" as gay or les- 
bian nonetheless felt excluded from this community. As the opponents of pub- 
lishing the personal ad would point out, the invocation of the language of com- 
munity had the effect of eliding racial difference making their own experiences 
incommensurable with being lesbian or gay. 
One of the most hotly contested arguments advanced in support of pub- 
lishing the personal ad was Ken Popert's contention that "desire is inviolable." 
This was a classic claim of gay liberation, one which sought to free sexual- 
object choice from a restrictive regime of hetero~exuality.~' For Popert, a long 
time editor with TBP, the cause of gay liberation was the safeguarding of desire 
in the face of an oppressive social system that sought to deny, criminalize, and 
medicalize sexual impulses. Moreover, Popert saw the move by the ad's oppo- 
nents as an act of censorship, an attempt to limit and define what was and was 
not appropriate sexuality, erotic expression, and desire.32 Yet, as another col- 
lective member pointed out, the editorial process itself was a limiting and cen- 
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soring one where choices about what to include and what to exclude were rou- 
tinely made.33 
Popert mentions how he utilized motifs of sexual violence, coercion, ver- 
bal abuse, and degradation in S/M sex. He rhetorically wondered if his actions 
were homophobic, if they reflected some deeper aspect of self-hatred? Stating 
that he had no answers for these questions, Popert nonetheless asserted that 
there "is nothing politically incorrect about these activities." For him sexual 
desire was "just there like quasars or protons," part of the nature of things in 
the world. "We can learn about these things by studying them," he goes on to 
say; "right now, I think that the study of desire is the most interesting thing 
there is; it is not there to be morally evaluated and either glorified or con- 
demned. It is the point of departure for understanding gay people .... Desire is 
in~ io lab le . "~~  For Popert, working socially and culturally significant themes 
into sexual fantasy was what animated these fantasies, gave them a profound 
resonance, and allowed access to the most intimate conceptualizations of the 
self. Thus, a fantasy involving historically real circumstances such as gay bash- 
ing, racism, or slavery only added to the potency of the sexual play. "My work- 
ing hypothesis is that fantasy is the subjective experience of keenly felt exter- 
nal tensions and contradictions" he wrote, "[flantasy is what allows people to 
live with these contradictions." For Popert, the historically real practices of sub- 
jugation and the utilization of socially grounded relations of power frame SIM 
sex in such a way as to afford a therapeutic way of living with domination and 
the desire to dominate, in effect, forming ways of living with those "tensions 
and contradictions" that are presumptively there in our everyday life. 
As such, personal freedom, the ability to express contentious ideas and to 
practice supposedly deviant sexuality, was of critical importance to many mcm- 
bers of TBP collective, especially those who had seen that freedom threatened 
by the State in its campaign against TBP and again in the bath house raids of 
1981. Moreover, liberationists such as Popert and Hannon sought to insulate 
sexuality from social criticism because it represented a powerful foundational 
and authentic aspect of being. For these two activists the protection of individ- 
ual erotic autonomy was essential to the larger project of sexual l i b e r a t i ~ n . ~ ~  
For Btbout these claims to the primacy of sexuality were limited and stemmed 
from the need to preserve forms for sexual expression and contentious sexual- 
ity. Ultimately, both the conceptualizations of sexual liberation, the authentic 
and the pragmatic, supported the publication of the classified ad. 
THE POVERTY OF LIBERATION POLITICS 
Just as the liberationists employed a number of positions in favor of the publi- 
cation of the classified a 4  the ad's opponents marshaled a variety of arguments 
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against its inclusion in the paper. As the controversy grew within the paper, 
compcting positions and memos bcing circulated and debated among collective 
members took on an increasingly personal and sharp tone. Collective member 
Tim McCaskell was clearly angered by the language used by the pro-publica- 
tion faction and their polemic response to the controversy. Focusing on Ken 
Popert's memo, McCaskell argued that the desire to have a black houseboy was 
not fantastical play but a vcry real circumstance. Unlike two consenting gay 
men who might role play S/M sex, the ad did not ask for the creation of a fan- 
tasy or for the acting out of scripted sex roles. Individuals, McCaskell contin- 
ued, did not advertise for heteroscxist homophobes to come over, abuse, humil- 
iate, and beat them up. "The ad," according to McCaskell, "calls for a real rela- 
tionship based on historical stereotypes and made possible by existing social 
ineq~al i t ies ."~~ McCaskell turned the liberationist project back on the advo- 
cates for the publication of the ad charging that their protection of one individ- 
ual's desire has the effect of denying equality and standing to another. 
Building on this point, McCaskell argued that most radical liberationists 
would concede that certain types of sexual behavior and desire are not con- 
doned or supportcd. 
While the exploration and expression of our sexualities is an 
important part of community development it does not follow 
that anyone's desire is somehow inviolable. We do not sup- 
port the desire, which fulfils itself in the practice of rape, no 
matter how much of a turn-on rape may be for rapists. There 
are clearly acceptable and unacceptable expressions of 
desire. Its effects on the lives and rights of others is a clear 
l imitati~n.~'  
The question of boundaries and the limits of an individual subject's autonomy 
was central to the praxis of sexual liberation. McCaskell positioned his argu- 
ment not on a legal prohibition against rape (though clearly he supports such 
laws) but on an ethical standard that abhors the violation of one individual sub- 
ject's freedom by another. 
The proponents of publishing the ad tended to be veterans of the early gay 
liberationist movement of the late 1960s and early 1970s. The members of the 
collective who were opposed to the running of the ad tended to be younger, 
individuals who became involved in same-sex political work during the late 
1970s and early 1980s. This generational difference and shift in thinking was 
obvious in some of the circulated memos. One such important intellectual shift 
was the growing influence of post-structuralism, especially the work of French 
philosopher Michel Foucault. Collective member, and sociologist, Allan 
O'Connor utilized Foucault's conceptualization of pleasure in his critique of 
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Popert's "inviolability of desire" questioning why "we talk about "desire" as if 
it were more fundamental than anything else? Why don't we understand sexu- 
ality," he continued "simply as a matter of pleasure that belongs with other 
pleasures a body can enjoy - dancing, cating, renovating a house, cooking, 
watching a movie? We find pleasure in many ways, even in many dlffevent 
kinds of sexual play. And don't WC change? Stop doing certain things and get 
into others?" Here O'Connor challenged the ontological certainty of desire, the 
need to protect and secure its expression for the continuation of same-sex sub- 
jectivity. In this, he followed Foucault in advocating a protcan conccptualiza- 
tion of pleasure situated in an open and fluid sexual economy.3x Of all the 
memo authors, O'Connor came closest to articulating a "quecr" thcorctical cri- 
tique of the ad's publication. In arguing against naturalized conceptualizations 
of desire, O'Connor called for lesbian and gay identified subjccts to make 
strategic choices. Bluntly put, this meant choosing not to re-inscribe racist 
tropes in sexual play, images, or fantasies. Sex, accordingly, was not a sct of 
deeply ingrained natural impulses but practices Icarnt, dcvelopcd, and articu- 
lated in a specific historical context, a contcxt that could and did changc over 
time. 
O'Connor's memo was just one by a group of activists who were opposcd 
to the publication of the classified ad. Another TBP contributor, Mariana 
Valverde, picked up another of Foucault's themes - that of powcr - in hcr let- 
ter in opposition to the classified ad. "The lai~sez~fuire approach," wrote 
Valverde, "conceals such important things as social power, oppression and 
domination - and of course it makes sense that those who have power (in this 
case, editorial and political power to define the issues of gay people in Canada) 
would try and pretend that there is no individuals such as filmmakcr 
John Grayson, began to disassociate themselves from TBP.4"hese conflicts in 
and around the mission of the paper ultimately precipitated the papcr's demise 
in 1987. Over a decade and a half after the publication of the classified adver- 
tisement, the issues that provoked the political firestorm remain unrcsolvcd. 
How should organizations, institutions, communities, and states reconcile the 
demands of collective and individual rights? This has been a core conflict with- 
in the history of the Left since the 1960s. 
Another important challenge to the doxa of gay liberation emerged out of 
local and intellectual debates around racial and ethnic identity. In his forceful 
memo in opposition to the publication of the personal ad, Toronto video maker 
Richard Fung questioned the axiomatic assumption of sexual liberation, which 
celebrates almost any form of sexual expression as emancipatory. Echoing 
feminist critiques of the so-called "sexual revolution," Fung wondered "who" it 
was that the "emancipation of desire" benefits. Just as feminists questioned the 
rhetoric of free love because it did not challenge male privilege or the pre- 
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sumptive right of men to access women's bodies, Fung asked who got empow- 
ered by the articulation of sexual fantasies. After all, sexual fantasies don't exist 
in a privileged realm divorced from the operation of everyday life. "It is only 
when we examine [sexuality] in a real social context," Fung writes, "that we 
begin to see it as a pr~blem."~'  As such, Fung was calling for a historical under- 
standing of sexuality, one that acknowledges that sexual expression and expe- 
rience take place within cultural and social fields mediated by power. Thus sex- 
uality was not a privileged realm divorced from the inequalities that permeate 
everyday life. As Fung asserted "I cannot justify one person's pleasure at some- 
one else's expense" nor should such conduct be condoned in the name of les- 
bian/gay liberation. "To champion the cause of uninhibited desire," wrote Fung 
"without addressing the impact of racism and sexism in the sexual arena is to 
call for the entrenchment of white male p r i ~ i l e g e . " ~ ~  
Fung's reading of the personal ad debate was suggestive of Audre Lorde's 
challenge to white feminists, questioning calls of horizontal belonging, in the 
face of social hierarchies of racial exclusion.43 The failure to recognize racial 
difference was for Fung, just another way that history and social context were 
ignored in the personal ad debate. Moreover, a statement such as "we as les- 
bians and gays understand homophobia but we don't understand racism," 
underscores the ontological whiteness of the imagined lesbian and gay com- 
munities. 44 Fung's conceptualization of difference, his demand for recognition, 
his critique of the universalizing claims of gay liberation, and his call to his- 
toricize racial characterizations, were a rejection of assimilation into this imag- 
ined community. Fung's views reflected the changing political landscape of les- 
bian and gay organizing in Toronto during the 1980s. During this period les- 
bians and gay men of colour established organizations that explicitly linked 
issues of race, ethnic difference, and sexuality. In a gesture that highlighted the 
influence of African American author Audre Lorde's writing, a Toronto based 
Black Canadian group called itself Zami, a name inspired by the title of Lorde's 
groundbreaking m e m ~ i r . ~ ~  Throughout the 1980s anti-racist organizing by 
queers of colour was part of a larger transnational political, intellectual, and lit- 
erary movement that linked issues of race, sexuality, belonging, and class with 
questions of identity, citizenship, and power.46 
More recently, literary critic Philip Brian Harper has noted that there is a 
limited degree to which "many men of color" will identify with terms such as 
gay or queer. According to Harper, the term gay "conjures up in the minds of 
many who hear it images of a population that is characteristically white, male 
and financially well off: thus it can actually efface rather than affirm the expe- 
riences of women and men of ~ o l o r . " ~ ~  Writing in a similar mode, scholar Lisa 
Lowe has observed that a predominant narrative of citizenship, nation, and his- 
tory serves to exclude Asian Americans who "by definition cannot be imagined 
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as sharing in America."" As African American scholar Ron Simmons has 
noted, the position of African American homosexuals was particularly vexed by 
the perception among some Black intellectuals that same-sex sexuality was a 
form of whiteness "a problem caused by white oppression," often excluded, 
alienated and ignored by predominately white gay  institution^.^^ As J.R.G. 
DeMarco noted, blacks within white dominated gay culture were still, as writer 
Ralph Ellison observed a generation earlier - i n v i ~ i b l e . ~ ~  
For liberationists the shift of the focus away from sexuality and desire 
seemed to presage the dissipation of the movement itself. Yet for feminists, peo- 
ple of color, transgender activists, and working-class queers, a move away from 
a narrow focus on sexual identity was crucial to the development of an inclu- 
sive praxis open to multiple and shifting identities. The "black houseboy" of the 
classified ad was a figure that was simultaneously sexualized and racialized as 
most sexual subjects are. Indeed, the whiteness of the 1970s gay "clone" had a 
presumed status, not invisible but rather present, unacknowledged a given. One 
would not, for example, describe someone as a "white clone" because a clone 
was already assumed to be white. Such constructions carried with them unac- 
knowledged racializations where all individuals are normatively assumed to be 
white unless otherwise marked. 
Not surprisingly, lesbian and gay men of colour began to organize as a way 
of disrupting the ubiquitous whiteness of queer public culture. In Toronto dur- 
ing the 1980s and early 1990s numerous anti-racist groups sought to provide 
support, services, and cultural work.51 These groups challenged the given pub- 
lic culture of Toronto's lesbian and gay community by making the experience 
of people of colour, living in the Diaspora visible, recognizable, and present. 
Yet the institutional vitality and growth of these communities, as well as the 
changing demographics of Toronto, were only marginally represented in the 
pages of TBP, the paper remained largely the effort of white gay men. 
A core tension of many new social movements has been whether time, 
resources, and energy should be focused on a specifically defined and limited 
set of issues and goals or through a political praxis which makes connections 
to other causes that see the divisions between certain types of goals as illusory 
and false. The modern lesbian and gay liberation movement itself emerged out 
of a larger "Movement" against modern forms of social injustice, discrimina- 
tion, and repression. Its initial premise assumed that the cause of liberation was 
explicitly linked to these to concerns, part of a shared project that had eco- 
nomic, legal, cultural, and personal dimensions. In Toronto during the early 
1970s, activists with Toronto Gay Action (TGA) were active participants in 
protests against U.S. President Richard Nixon and the Vietnam War. The first 
articles about gay liberation were published in an underground newspaper with 
ties to the counterculture and the New Left.52 Yet inclusive "Movement" poli- 
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tics were often not that inclusive. Women, people of colour, lesbian and gay 
mcn often felt that their aspirations and goals were being shunted off and not 
bang  given full or equal voice. Thc founding of TBP itself emerged out of frus- 
tration with the limits of collective mass movement politics. Many of the 
founders of TBP had in fact been involvcd with the underground counter-cul- 
tural newspapcr Guerilla. Throughout 197 1,  the lesbian and gay members of 
Guerilla grew increasingly frustrated with what they saw as their marginaliza- 
tion within the newspapcr, as well as the placement and the editing of lesbian 
and gay articles. This frustration with predominately male radicals who domi- 
nated the paper was shared by a group of feminist at Guerilla who eventually 
broke away to the periodical The Other Woman in the early months of 1 972.53 
Throughout the 1970s and 1980s, gay and lesbian liberationist fought 
against stereotypes of samc-scx sexuality, which they saw as negative, disfig- 
ured, and unfair. In 1971, for example, members of Toronto Gay Action and 
TBP picketed the CBC for the airing of a documentary that they saw as per- 
petuating ncgativc s t c r e ~ t y p e s . ~ ~  The protest to CBC management and outside 
the CBC building faulted the documentary for not being representative of a 
broader range of lesbian and gay life, for concentrating too much on sex and 
promiscuity, and for "dcnigrating so-called feminine qualities in men and 
applauding so-called feminine qualities in women."55 Even more famously, 
members of TBP participated in the North American wide campaign, by gay 
mcn and lesbians, against Anita Bryant and her attempt to "save the children of 
America" through the negative stereotyping of same-sex sexuality and the 
repeal of civil rights ordinances protccting lesbians and gay men. Key for lib- 
erationists was the rejection of external definitions and characterizations of 
their own idcntity, sexual practices, and behaviors. As sometime TBP contrib- 
utor Vito Russo noted in his ground-breaking book The Celluloid Closet, rep- 
resentation of lesbians and gay men on film had historically been "politically 
indefcnsiblc and aesthetically revolting." What was needed, he argued, were 
films with characters "who happened to be gay" and that explored the way 
"their lives intersect with the dominant culture."56 
In their introduction to TBP anthology Flaunting It, Ed Jackson and Stan 
Persky noted that "affirming homosexual identity is a political act and chal- 
lenging the soc~al and institutional control of our lives is a political ~truggle."~' 
Indeed, the control of images, representations, and identity had been a core 
project of lesbian and gay liberation. Amcrican philosopher and cultural critic 
Cornell West has noted that African Americans have historically struggled to 
"present themselves to themsclvcs and others as complex human beings, and 
thereby to contest the bombardment of negative, degrading stereotypes put for- 
ward by White suprcmacist ideologies." '' Yet, as the classified ad debate 
brought into sharp relief the struggle over identity, representation, and the 
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boundaries of community was not only about external forces acting on homo- 
sexual subjects. Rather, it involved an immanent critique of the relationships 
between same-sex subjects and the operational effects of freedom and choice. 
The political struggle set off by the ad's publication punctured the universalis- 
tic liberal rhetoric of common cause pitting calls for sexual liberty against 
those of sexual equality. 
By 1987, TBP had ceased publication due in large part to its substantial 
debt and the exhaustion of key collective  member^.'^ Its successor, the popular 
and entertainment oriented Xtra, is not an overtly political publication nor is it 
run as a collective enterprise. Rather Xtra is a business, run by paid staff, with 
a traditional hierarchical management structure similar to any number of com- 
mercially orientcd community based newspapers. What the dispute within TBP 
revealed was that lesbian and gay liberation - conceived as a critique of sys- 
temic sexual oppression and an expression of individual rights - was insuffi- 
cient in addressing the complex operation of multiple identities, class, and sub- 
ject positions experienced by individuals in modern society. As long as "gay" 
remained an autonomous liberal subject attempting to expand personal rights 
in a social and political field, liberationist politics, narrowly conceived failed 
to account for the ways that same-sex subjects were part of symbolic and polit- 
ical economies mediated by race. The decline in liberationist politics and the 
emergence of a supposedly more nuanced and fluid politics of sexual identity 
did not however put an end to the contentious politics of sexual and gender 
identity. Attempts by activists in the early 1990s, for example, to form new 
political organizations such as Queer Nation, did not resolve the privileging of 
sexuality over categories such as race, gender, and class. As historian Steven 
Maynard observed at meetings of Queer Nation in Toronto during the early 
1990s, issues of race and class difference were considered within a paradigm 
of "individual notions of identity."60 Thus, the operation and constitution of 
race, gender, and class were narrowly conceived in terms of individual rights 
rather than collective or group rights or perhaps more significantly in light of 
the inter-relationship of these protean social categories. 
As the classified ad controversy within TBP illustrated the recognition of 
a common enemy, living under a regime of sexism and sexual regulation does 
not necessarily provide a unified or shared experience of domination. Indeed, 
the rhetoric and demands of "community" has the capacity to efface difference 
in the demand for social solidarity. The contentious politics that the publication 
of the ad elicited was not new to TBP. In point of fact the sex ad debate was a 
continuation of a larger political dispute around political ethics, consent, and 
power that had created conflict between the predominately male members of 
the newspaper's collective and lesbian feminists. The personal ad proffered a 
relationship overdetermined by history, identity, and obligation. In evoking the 
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image of the houseboy, the ad's author moved from a description of a potential 
sexual partner to a type of subjected person, one framed by the spectre of insti- 
tutional slavery andlor colonial privilege; a relationship caught in a racialized 
calculus of power connected to a historically specific social hierarchy. The very 
scriptedness of the ad denied the possibility of agency and self-creation, offer- 
ing instead a dynamic of dependency, an all too familiar historical location for 
people of colour in their encounter with global political economy, be they resid- 
ing inside or outside Western industrialized s~c ie t i es .~ '  The Canadian philoso- 
pher Charles Taylor advanced the notion of the "politics of recognition" to 
characterize the way that groups demand standing within the rights discourse 
of liberal democratic societies. Yet such recognition must go beyond the appre- 
hension of political subjects within a polity, and simplistic liberal formulation 
that social equality can be achieved through a process of ontological acknowl- 
edgement, where standing in the supposedly broad horizontal field of the 
nation's civil society is granted by already empowered subjects who dole out 
membership. Recognition must also entail an understanding of the historical 
operation of power, the myriad of ways that people are situated in economic and 
social hierarchies produced in specific contexts.62 Finally, the ad was in clear 
violation of the core ethic of sexual liberation - that being a commitment to 
collective, individual, and inter-subjective forms of identity, practice, and expe- 
rience in the face of systemic domination and heteronormativity. In the privi- 
leging of the sexual desire and subjectivity of the ad's author and to a lesser 
extent the advocates for publishing within TBP effaced the subjectivity of the 
desired "object" and thus provided a forum for racism in one of North 
America's most politically engaged venues for lesbian and gay thought. 
At the end of his book, The Fire Next Time, the American writer James 
Baldwin argued that people of "conscious," both black and white, "must, like 
lovers, insist on, or create, the consciousness of others" to end "the racial night- 
mare" of modern life.63 As historian Thomas Holt has asserted "racial ideolo- 
gies and constraints are shaped by the historical-material moment" but this 
same contextual moment provides "materials and means for the resistance to 
those ideologies and  constraint^."^^ The great tragedy of the entire controversy 
was that TBe for all its great strengths, its activist members, and its intellectu- 
al force, was unable to transform itself into a site of such resistance, a place 
where racism and the operation of racial ideologies were understood not mere- 
ly as a counterpart to sexism and sexual regulation but as an inexorable part of 
heteronormativity, the very matter of an activist newspaper dedicated to the 
cause of sexual liberation. 
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